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GAME REVIEW 
SATURDAY 16 JUNE 2018 

DEFC v MITCHAM 
U19s 

After our Queens Birthday break the under 19’s were full of energy and confidence in putting a strong 
performance in against Mitcham. With some players coming back in to the side the energy was great. 
However, Mitcham came out firing and showed us that we were just too slow and were reacting far too 
much and jumped to a four-goal lead at quarter time! Full credit to Mitcham who played a wonderful 
brand of football. 
 

With a rev up at quarter time East Doncaster started to show some of their football we like to play and 
managed to get a couple of goals back on the scoreboard. Coming into half time only 2 goals down we 
spoke about how we are going to get back the lead.  
 
The first four minutes were fantastic. We put our best foot forward with great football by all. Strong 
defence and great ball movement forward.  
 
Unfortunately, we then had a lengthy break in play due to an unfortunate incident in a tackle which left 
one of our players knocked out and an ambulance called. (Positive news Will is okay with a bit of a 
headache and a possible fracture in his wrist). With the game being delayed for twenty minutes we had 
five minutes in the 3rd quarter left and a sixteen-minute last quarter to pull back a one goal lead. 
 
The boys tried their heart out but Mitcham’s defence held strong and managed to be in front by two 
points at the final siren.  
 
Disappointing day for Doncaster East, however will be looking to rectify this against Mooroolbark at 
home this week. 
 
Matt Vaiano 
Coach 
 

RESERVES 

The Development Team came in to Saturday’s game off our 2nd win of the year against Lilydale and 
were determined to make it two in a row against Mitcham who were one spot above us on the ladder 
sitting 3-5. 
 
We dominated the clearances in the 1st quarter and had 75% of the play in our forward half but failed to 
convert this on the scoreboard with 4 points to 1 at Quarter Time.  
 
We continued our dominance in the middle part of the ground in the 2nd quarter led by Clarke, Mead 
and Young while Rice and Martyn continued to compete in the ruck and make it a 50/50 contest. We 
converted more of our opportunities to kick three goals to their two to lead by eleven points at Half 
Time.  
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Unfortunately, our start to the 3rd quarter was poor as Mitcham kicked three in a row against the wind 
to lead by six points at one stage, however pleasingly we were able to respond and kicked two goals to 
take a six-point lead at three quarter time. 
 
Our 4th quarter was our best as we were disciplined around the stoppages and used the ball well going 
forward. Nick Fletcher was best on ground with a dominant display across half forward kicking three 
goals, while at the other end of the ground Mitch Young made some classic defensive efforts to deny 
Mitcham certain goals. Molinaro and Chapman gave us great presence up forward and Jake Clarke 
again with Daniel Mead and Jason Young gave us first use out of the middle and dominated the day. 
 
We look forward to taking on ladder leaders Mooroolbark next week to inflict their first loss for the year. 
 
Matt Bremner 

Coach 

SENIORS 

We headed out to Mitcham with some momentum behind us & sitting atop of the ladder at 7-1 after 8 
rounds. A perfect time for us to consolidate our position on the ladder & turn 8-1 at the half way mark of 
the year. All we have to do is beat the 1-1-5 Mitcham Tigers. 

Well what a challenge that would present & how far from the truth that would turn out to be. 

After a reasonable start getting early fwd entries & capitalising with some shots on goal & really having 
things our own way, the game was turned on its head. Mitcham was able to respond & match our 
intensity & then bring some serious heat that we probably haven’t experienced thus far this season. 

Mitcham played a very accountable man on man game style & really cracked in around the contest. 
They were able to get numbers back into our fwd half & then work it out with ease through some pretty 
slick hand balling & daring run & carry.  

Mitcham were able to get on top in the contested part of the game & started putting some real pressure 
on our onballers & our backs through repeat entries & some quick ball movement.  

They led at every change & no matter what we threw at them through some positional changes, shifts 
in momentum or lifting our work rate, they were able to respond & take the lead back. 

We had our chances in the last quarter to snatch a win from the jaws of defeat but couldn’t compose 
ourselves at the critical times. We wasted opportunities on goal & kicked 3 goals 5 behinds in the last to 
go down by 7 points. 

All credit to Mitcham as they came into the game with a plan & were able to execute it much better & 
longer than we could ours. They gave us a different look & style to what we’d experienced so far this 
year. 

We all hope this game doesn’t come back to bite us at the back end of the year as now we’ve lost to 
both the 2nd & 3rd bottom teams. 

We have another big challenge this week against Mooroolbark back on our home deck & nothing else 
will be acceptable bar a win. We need to bounce back & find the form that put us in a strong position so 
early in the season. A great chance for the senior boys to respond, not only from last week against 
Mitcham but also from our first meeting with Mooroolbark earlier this season where we went down by 
about 3-4 goals. 

A big response needed & expected from the senior boys. As always, all the support we can get from 

our members would be greatly appreciated. Go Lions 🦁!!! 

Steve Buckle - Coach 


